
SWOT ANALYSIS OF ZIPCAR

A SWOT analysis of Zipcar should shed light on its prospects. Here's an analysis of Zipcar's strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats.

About Us 9. It is recommended because there are difference needs in traveling of people in that country and
also less mass transportation available to connect the cities. Marketing its technology hardware and software
that keep track of the cars to city governments. Zipcar must make some innovation in their technology and
marketing strategy. Zipcar focused on maintaining Zipcars culture of innovative service and staying tuned into
the customer experience. Gas, parking, insurance, and maintenance are included in the price. Path to Viability
Zipcar seemed to challenge the American dream of car ownership, and capital was difficult to raise, even
though the concept of car share was slowly catching on in Europe. Give a brief history of Zipcar under its
three CEOs. Analysis of Boeing Corp. Zipcar has to expand their market to keep their position as market
leader in car sharing industry considering there are many competitors have started to enter car sharing
industry. Internal environment includes clear and specific goals, value that has been held by the company,
resources, process, and also the company needs to know their strength and weakness. It can enable the
organization or an individual to carry out a more comprehensive analysis Zipcar takes a local approach to
marketing, positing ads on buses, bus stops, and subway stations in the neighborhoods of potential members as
well as sending street teams to market block by block. The car sharing industry also competes with public
transportation and traditional car rental agencies. Analyzes its data, leveraging information to find optimal
utilization trends, member demographics and spending patterns. SWOT consists of examining the current
activities of the organisation- its Strengths and Weakness- and then using this and external research data to set
out the Opportunities and Threats that exist. Strengths Zipcar's customer-friendly and disruptive business
model is what makes it unique. In brief, it provides an accurate context for studying strategies, positions and
directions of a company proposition. Zipcar has been consistent with the general market trend by promoting
environmental friendly transportation solutions. For example, zipcar is recommended to develop mobile
application for mobile phone, so the customers can book the service easily from their own mobile phone. Not
only that, Zipsters will get free parking if they use Zipcar in places that partnership with Zipcar. Last, but not
the least, America's love for cars truly doesn't need any explanation! The service also: 4. Fill up if the gas gets
low, for free using the special charge card in the car. Make a reservation at the Zipcar website or with the
iPhone application. Inc the company is able to expand its presence aggressively into the European markets in
the long run. SWOT analysis is a useful self-assessment instrument that can help me in my aspiration Zipcar
sure has increased its membership over time, but it has also done a good job at member retention.


